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ABSTR ACT. This paper provides a review of the ch a racteristics of a irborne laser profi lome try a nd its 
applica tion to quantitative cha racteri zation of cold-reg ions terra in . The limita tions of profilome try due to 
the profiler in trumenta l cha racteristics a nd instability of the a ircraft pl a tform (resulting from variations 
in ai rcraft a ltitude a nd a ttitude) a re discussed. For typica l aircraft speeds of the order of 100 m /s these 
limitat ions res tri c t the accurately measured roughness content to the approx imate wavelength ra nge 2 m 
to 300 m. Digita l filt ering a nd h a rdwa re techniques fo r rem oving the a ircraft m otion, and hence ex tending 
the long wavelength validity of the profile, are discu sed. 

R egarding terra in characterization, particular attenion is g iven to A rcti c sea ice. Ridge height and 
spacing distribution models for sea ice in conjunction with digitally proces ed laser profiles a llow effi cient 
charac teriza tion of sea-ice ridging using only a few pa rameters. In particular, a single ridging intensity 
pa ra meter h as been found to a llow reasona ble es tima tion of the number of ridges encountered at a ny height 
leve l a long a stra ight-line path. Examination of spectra l cha rac teristi cs of first- yea r and multi-year ice 
suggest that laser profil es may be used to identify the ice ty pe of fl oes and r idges. Comparisons of laser data 
a nd submarine sona r da ta a re made which suggest tha t ratios of c. 6.5 : 1 ca n be used to estima te ridge keel 
d ep ths from laser data. Use of laser profilometry to charac teri ze tundra a nd indirec tl y to measure va ria tion 
in snow depth is briefl y discussed . 

RESUME. Caractirisatioll du terrain dOll s les regiolls J roides par profilometrie airiemze au laser. eet a rticle p asse en 
revue les ca racteristiques de la profi lometrie aerienne a u laser et de ses applications a un !eve qua ntita tif du 
terra in dans les regions froides. Les limites de la profilometri e dues aux carac teristiques instrumenta les et a 
I' instabilite d e la plateforme ae ri enne (variations de I'altitude et de l'a ttitude de I'avion) sont discutees. 
Pour des vitesses communes de l'avion d e I'ordre de tOO m /s, ces limites r es treignent la rugosite m esuree 
avec prec ision a ux ondulations d e l'ordre de 2 a 300 m . Un filtrage digital e t des techniques electromecani
ques pour determiner les mouvements d e I'avion et pa r consequent etendre la va lidite du profil dans les 
grandes longueurs d 'onde font I'obje t de discussions. 

En ce qui con cerne la caracterisation du terra in , une attention particuliere est don nee a la glace d e mer 
Arctique. La hauteur des cre tes de glace de mer et leur type de repartition dans I'espace, s'aj outa nt a la 
digita lisa tion d es profils au laser p erm et une caracterisa tion effi cace des ondulations de la glace d e m er en se 
servant d 'un p etit nombre de parametres. En particulier, on a trouve un pa ra m etre unique pour I' intensite 
d es ondulations d e la glace de m er qui permet une es timation ra isonnable du nombre de cretes rencontrees 
a une altitude don nee le long d 'un ch emin rectiligne. L'examen des caracteristiques spectrales d e glaces 
d e premiere annee et de glaces anciennes permet de p enser que les profils laser peuvent etre utilises pour 
identifier le type d e glace des gla<;ons fl o ttants et des cre tes . En comparant les d onnees au laser et les prospec
tions sous-ma rines au sonar on p ense qu 'on peut utiliser un rapport d'environ 6,5 a I pour es timer la 
profondeur d 'une quille sous-marine a pa rtir des donnees du laser. On a borde brievementl'utilisation de la 
profilometrie a u laser pour carac te riser la toundra et pour m esurer indirec tem ent la varia tion d e l'epaisseur 
d e la neige. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Clzarakterisierullg des T errains in K altregiollelZ mit H iife der Laser-Profilrnesmng aus der 
L!ift. Die Arbeit gibt eine Ubersicht uber die Kennzeiche n der Laser-Profilmessung aus der Luft und deren 
Anwendung zur quantita tiven Beschreibung des T erra ins in K a ltregionen . Die Grenzen der Profilmessung 
infolge der instrumentellen Leistungsfahigkeit und der Instabilita t der Anbringung im Flugzeug (hervor
g erufen durch d ie Schwankungen d er Flughohe und -Iage) werden diskutiert. Fur typischc Fluggeschwindig
keiten in der Grossenordnung von 100 m /s ist infolge dieser Grenzen die M essge nauigkeit fur die Rauhigkeit 
d er Oberflach e a uf den Bereich von 2 bis 300 m beschrankt. Es wird dargeleg t, wie sich durch digitale 
Filterung und Massnahmen zur Beseitigung der Flugzeugschwa nkungen die Zuverlassigkeit d er lang
p eriodischen Profilwerte erh6h en lass t . 

Hinsichtli ch d er T erra inverhaltnisse wird besonders a uf arktisches M eereis e ingegangen. Die Hohe 
d er M eereilrucke n und Moddle zu ihrer raumlichen V erteilung ermoglich en in Verbindung mit digita l 
verarbeiteten Laser-Profilen eine zutreffende Chara kterisie rung der Ruckenbildung im M eereis mit nur 
wenigen Para m etern. SpezieU ergab sich ein einziger Parameter fur die lntensitat der Ruckenbildung, der 
e ine vernunftige Abschatzung der Zahl j ener Rucken erlaubt, die in einem bestimmten Niveau tangs eines 
g eraden Profiles a nzutreffen sind. Die Prufung der spektralen V erteilung in e injahrigem und m ehrjahrigem 
Eis lasst erwarten , dass Laser-Profile zur Feststellung d es Eistyps von Sch ollen und Rucken herangezogen 
werden konnen . Aus dem Vergleich von Laser- und Unterwasser-Sonardaten geht hervor, dass e in V erhaltnis 
von 6,5 zu I zur Schatzung der Kieltiefe von Rucken aus L aserdaten benutzt werden kann. Die Benutzung 
d er Laser-Profilmessung zur Charakterisierung der Tundra und zur indirekten M essung von Schneehohen
unterschieden wird kurz diskutiert. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Laser profiling is a remote-sensing procedure in which the distance between an aircraft 
and the terrain surface is monitored at short time intervals in order to produce a record of 
the terrain elevation beneath the aircraft. Such profilers have been a useful addition to 
remote-sensing packages in aircraft since they supply a direct m easure of the variations in 
surface topography . Although the laser profiler only supplies a record of variation in surface 
height along a straight-line path, such information is often adequate for specifying the nature 
of the surface roughness either by means of roughness spectral densiti es or by a d escription 
of the nature and distribution of discrete roughness elements. In addition to such direct 
measurements, profile data may be used indirectly to measure statistically certain parameters 
such as variations in snow depth, by flying profiles before and after snow fall. 

Besides acquiring data only along a straight-line path, the primary limitations in profilo
metry data are due to ( I) the finite response time and experimental error of the profiler and 
(2) instability in the aircraft platform due to variation in aircraft altitude and attitude. The 
finite response time means that very high-frequency roughness cannot be measured , whereas 
the platform instability limits the measurement of very low-frequency roughness. 

In this paper we review and discuss both the basic characteristics and limitation of laser 
profile data, and also how such data can be used to characterize cold-regions terrain. In the 
review of limitations of the data we examine both ( I) how the instrumental error and finite 
response time affect the profile and its spectral density and, (2) how digital and software 
processing techniques can be used to ameliorate the platform instability. In discussing the 
use of profile data to characterize terrains we will primarily discuss applications to sea-ice 
ridging and surface roughness, although application to tundra will be briefly mentioned . 

CHARACTERISTICS AND LIMITATIONS OF PROFILOME TRY DATA 

To understand the characteristics and limitations of airborne profilometry, it is convenient 
to compare the spectral densities of the actual terrain profile with those obtained by the pro
filometer. The spectral density of the laser trace will approximate the actual spectra closely 
over some frequency range, say 1, to 12' Frequences above 12 will be smoothed and shifted 
in phase due to the finite instrument response time, whereas frequencies lower than1, will be 
partially spurious due to aircraft altitude and attitude variation. The cut-off's vary with the 
speed of the aircraft and the response time of the laser. In the valid frequency range 1, to 12 
there will also be some spurious components due to distance error, which, as a first approxi
mation, can be taken to be white noise (i.e. a random error) over this interval. The informa
tion from 1, to 12 will also be slightly modified by the attitude changes of the aircraft, which 
tend to change the eff'ective speed of the pulse across the terrain surface. To examine in more 
detail the 1,,12 cut-off's we first discuss the characteristics of the profiler instrument which 
affect 1 2' 

Laser profiler characteristics 

To obtain typical values for 12> we consider a particular laser profiler , the " Geodolite 3A" 
which has been extensively used in sea-ice reconnaissance (see for example K etchum, 1971 ) 
and also in land applications (Link, [1970] ) . This system is a typical continuous-wave laser 
profiler. Range measurements are accomplished through a phase comparison between the 
laser beam (with a modulated wave superimposed) directed at the terrain and the refl ected 
light from the terrain. This phase diff'erence is used to create a square wave with the tooth 
width proportional to the distance to the terrain surface modulo the superimposed wavelength 
(i.e. the tooth width is proportional to the distance less an integral number of wavelengths). 
This square wave is run through a simple integrating circuit whose output is an analog signal. 
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The integrating circuit smooths out distance en ors (due to varying tooth widths) but has a 
finite response time and thus massages the high-frequency components. The response time is 
usually variable so one can trade off error r eduction for a faster response time and vice versa. 
The available response times for the Geodolite 3A (defined as a 95% response to a step input) 
include [ , 2, 5, [0,20,50 a nd [00 ms. The modulation frequency is normally selected so 
that the phase delay of the reflected signal is one wavelength for a desired range change of 
[0 ft or [ 0 m d epending on the particular instrument. Longer wavelengths may be chosen 
but they d ecrease accuracy. When this range interval is exceeded the indicated distance 
jumps back to zero and starts again. Such jumps are referred to as phase shifts. 

Besides the range analog voltage, signal outputs from the laser include the photomultiplier 
outpu t (return signal amplitude), which provides a means of distinguishing op en-water areas 
from ice (when fl ying over lakes or sea ice) since signal return is qu ite low from open water. 

Initia l processing of the data involves removal of the phase shifts. The typical procedure 
is to digitize the analog signal at some high rate (200 samples p er second) and then use simple 
a lgorithms to remove the phase shifts. Unfortunately phase discontinuities (range measure
ment errors caused by momentary loss of signal return ) also occur occasionally. Such dis
continuities are of varying magnitudes a nd usually require visual examination for identifica
tion and correction. The treatment of these kinds of instrumental peculiarities, although 
sometimes bothersome, is essentially a software problem which we will not discuss in fur ther 
detail here. Additional discussion of this problem is given by Mock and oth ers (1974), 

Once the data is in an acceptable form with phase shift and discontinuities removed, we 
may examine how the response messages the d ata. Since the integrating circuit has essentially 
an exponential response, its frequency response F(w) may be calcula ted stra ightforwardly: 

f f3 ( f3 + iw ) 
F(w) = f3 exp (- f3t ) exp (iwt ) dt = f3 

2 + W Z 
([ ) 

o 

where by d efinition of the 95 % response time 6.t , ~ = - In (0.05) /6.t. In F igure [ we give 
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Fig. I . Amplitude and phase of a causal exponential response func tion. The respollse time is de filled as the time for a 95 % 
res/)ollse to a step input. Positive phase angles correspond to the output signal lagging behind the illput signal. 
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a plot of the amplitude and phase of this response function with a positive phase angle indi
cating that the output signal is lagging in time behind the input. For conversion to distance, 
we note that 100 m /s ( 194.4 knots) is a typical aircraft speed, so that 10 ms corresponds to a 
1 m distance. As can be seen from the figure, the high-frequency cut-offjz, below which the 
data is modified little, is approximately 0.25 cycles/6.t. For a 10 ms response time and an 
aircraft speed of 100 m /s, this corresponds to a 4 m wavelength. This cut-off is close to the 
empirical wavelength cut-off of 6 m found by Tooma and Tucker (1973) in a comparison of 
laser- sea-ice profiles with aerial stereophotogrammetric profiles. 

To examine the smoothing of the terrain profile by the profilometer plus the effect of 
noise more directly it is useful to filter some simulated terrain with exponential filters. The 
results of such a simulation are shown in Figure 2 where we have simulated a terrain by using 

.. .. ... Simulated laser profile 
- Actual profile 

meters 
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_I o~ 
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noise 

-I o~ 
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-I o~ 
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o 4 8 12 
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Fig. 2. R esults oJ filtering a simulated terrain profile with a causal exponential response fimction. An aircraft speed oJ l OO m/s 
( 194.4 knots ) was assumed. The noise was obtained by applying the various exponential filt ers to a fixed gaussian white
noise time series. 
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a first-order Markovian process. Such a process has been found to have similar spectral 
characteristi cs to sea-i ce profil es. 

A nominal aircraft speed of 100 m/s is assumed. For the noise signal we used the fact 
that typical errors in sea-ice profil es (obtained by looking at the profile on flat ice) are of the 
order of 10 cm at a 10 ms response time (see fo r example K etchum 197 I, LeSchack and others, 
unpublished). These errors are somewhat smaller than the errors obtained from laser profil e 
tes ts over land (Link, [1970J ) , which is to be expected because of the poor r efl ectivity over 
land. 

As can be seen from the figure, the 5 m s and IQ ms responses modify the terrain on ly 
slightly, whereas the 20 m s sm oothing begins to change phases and amplitudes significantly. 
The noise level on the other hand is moderately higher for the 5 ms response time, suggesting 
that 10 ms is a good compromise. We note that the effect of instrument response time on 
noise levels was studied empirically by Link ( [1970] ) with results similar to the simulation 
in Figure 2. 

To summarize, the higher-frequency cut-off]2 corresponds to wavelengths of the order of 
2 to 4 m. Consequently, we may say that terrain that can be well described by samples 
every I or 2 m with height accuracy of few centimeters can be well characterized by aircraft 
profilometry. For more accuracy or a denser sampling rate , aircraft flying at speeds slower 
than c. 100 m /s would be need ed . The price for this slower speed is a change in the low
frequency limit]" as discussed next. 

Aircra]t motion treatment 

The variation of the altitude and attitude of the aircraft cause spurious low-frequency 
components to be present in the profile. Examples of this effect are shown in Figure 3 where 
two typical laser profile traces of sea ice are illustrated. The solid line is the estimated aircraft 
motion obtained according to a three-step digital filtering process discussed later (Hi bier , 
1972) . The r elevant observation here is that the aircraft motion causes variations of the order 
of 10 to 30 m with wavelengths greater than several hundred m eters. 

Various hardware devices have been proposed to handle the aircraft motion . The most 
common suggestions have been to use either a pressure-port calibrator and /or an accelero
meter. The pressure-port m ethod, although sensitive enough to resolve c. 0.15 m changes 
(K etch urn, 197 I), is not highly useful because of horizontal variations in atmospheric pressure. 
To illustrate how great a problem this is, we note that vertical atmospheric changes are 
approximately 0. 10 mbar/m (Berry and others, 1945). For an estimate ofh8rizontai pressure 
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Fig. 3. Laser profile (curve aJ of sea ice. Curve b represents the estimated variation in distance from the laser to the ice sur.face 
due la varia tion in aircraft altitude and altitude, and curve c is the result of subtracting b from {/. 
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differences we calculated r .m.s. pressure differences between the three 1972 AIDJEX satellite 
stations located approximately 100 km apart, using pressure data reported by Thorndike 
and others (1972) . For a 30 d period the r.m.s. differences averaged 0.016 mbar/km. This 
yields a height error of o. 16 m/km due to horizontal pressure variation, which is rather large 
especially for profiling Arctic sea ice . 

The use of accelerometers appears to offer more promise although investigation of such 
data (personal communication from R . T. Lowry) indicates that they tend to drift slowly in 
time and thus cannot be used for the removal of extremely low-frequency height variations. 
A more complete discussion of the use of such data is given by Lowry (1975) ' 

However, even if the aircraft altitude could be determined exactly, there still remains the 
problem of roll and pitch which also change the range to the terrain surface. For example a 
roll of 1 0 at a 320 m altitude causes a range change of c. 0.09 m. This sort of problem can be 
handled by using a gyro-stabilized gimbel mount but su ch systems are rarely employed. 

Because of these difficulties it is more common to u se digital filtering techniques. For 
purposes of spectral calculations one can simply use a variety of high-pass filtering techniques 
(see for example Hibler and LeSchack, 1972). Such a procedure is effective (and necessary) 
in preventing " leakage" of the low-frequency spectral components to higher frequencies. 
However, for other purposes such a procedure is not entirely adequate . This is because there 
is an overlap between the surface roughness spectrum and the aircraft motion spectrum. 
This overlap is especially troublesome in sea-ice profiles in that, as a consequence of the 
overlap, a high-pass filter tends to depress the height of high ridges. 

To bypass this problem in sea ice a straight-forward three-step digital filtering process was 
developed by Hibler ( 1972). T he technique consists of the following steps: (I) A symmetric 
high-pass convolution filter is applied to the initial profile. (2) From the filtered profile a set 
of minimum points are recorded ; these minimum points are linearly interpolated and then 
(3) low-pass filtered to obtain an estimate of the aircraft motion. The aircraft motion is then 
subtracted from the initial profile and the resulting profile used for further analysis. The 
basis for this process is that the pack-ice surface profile is essentially a one-sided noise trace 
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Fig. 4. Power spectra of the fil tered and un filtered profiles shown in Fig. 3. Curve a is the wifiltered profile spectrum, alld curve b 
is the spectrum of the profile after removal of aircraft motioll . 
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in that the roughness always rises up approximately from the water level. An example of this 
process is the smooth curve in Figure 3 which, as can be seen , provides an aircraft motion 
curve which is very close to what would be es timated visually. 

It is a lso instructive to compare the low-frequency portion of the spectrum of the unfiltered 
profile and the profile with the aircraft motion removed. In Figure 4 we see such spectra 
corresponding to the profiles in Figure 3. The spectra clearly indicate the problem of spectral 
overlap. A lthough approximately 99% of the low-frequency variance is due to the aircraft 
motion, the r esidual I % is significant on the scale of surface roughness. The spectra a lso 
indicate that the cut-off at which the un processed spectrum m erges with the filtered spectrum 
occurs at a wavelength of about 240 m. This indicates that a lthough the aircraft motion has 
most of its variance at very low frequencies, it also has a significant portion (on the surface 
roughness scale) at higher frequencies. 

To summarize, for speed s of the order of 100 m/s, aircraft motion directly affects the 
spectrum at wavelengths larger than c. 300 m . If the profil e is to be used to examine variation 
in roughness at wavelengths less than 300 m , the data may be used directly simply by 10\0\· 

pass filtering. If not, then som e subterfuge must be used to push back the cut-off to lower 
frequencies. A lso speeds faster or slower than 100 m/s will tend to move the fl cut-off lower 
or higher r espectively. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF COLD-REGIONS TERRAIN 

Having examined the characteristics and limitations of laser data, we can now discuss its 
use for cold-region terrain classification. To this end we will primarily review the use of such 
data for characterizing sea-ice ridging and roughness in the Arctic Basin, although application 
to other terrains will be briefly mentioned. 

Classification of sea-ice ridging 

Sea-ice ridges are an important deformation characteristic of the Arctic ice pack and have 
been actively studied in the past several years. Results of this work have included studies of 
the morphological characteristics of ridges (Weeks and others, [1972]; Kovacs, 1972), the 
development of mechanical ridge-formation models (Parmerter and Coon, 1972); and the 
development of statistical models for describing the height and spatial distribution of pressure 
ridges (Hi bier and others, 1972 ; Hibler and others, 1974). Laser profiles, in conjunction 
with the three-step filtering process, provide a means of rapidly compiling ridge height and 
spacing statistics along a straight-line path. Submarine sonar data, such as those discussed by 
Swithinbank (1972), provide similar information on the distribution of ridge keel depths. 
Such straight-line distribution data is especially useful in sea ice since it appears that over 
reasonably large areas (tens of kilometres) ridges are close to being randomly oriented in 
direction (Mock and others, 1972). Consequently the total length of ridges per unit area is 
related to the number of ridges encountered per unit length along a straight-line path. 

In order to reduce the number of parameters needed to describe ridging statistically it is 
useful to develop height and spacing distribution models. Such a reduction is especially 
important when large quantities of data are being processed and it is desired to examine 
spatial and temporal variations in ridging. To derive a model for ridge h eight distributions 
Hibler and others (1972) carried out a variational calculation in which the most probable 
arrangemen t of a given num ber of ridges for a given amount of deformed ice (with no restric
tion placed on the maximum ridge height) was derived . The result in general form is given 
by: 

P (H ) dH = B (H ) exp (- AH2) dH 

where P (H ) dH is the probability of finding a ridge with height between Hand H + dH, and A 
and B (H ) at'e to be determined. As a first approximation B (H ) was simply assumed to be 
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constant for H greater than some cut-off height h, a procedure which was found to yield 
adequate agreement with data above h eight h. Under this assumption Equation (2), when 
normalized to I for ridges above height h, becomes 

(A)! exp (- AH2) 
P(H ) dH = 2:;; erfc ( A!h) dH. 

The key contribution of the variational calculation is the exp ( - AH2) term in Equation 
(2) . A dditional assumptions can be made in the variational calculatio n that justify taking 
B(H ) as a constant (this was in fact done in the original paper by Hible r and others (1972)) 
but they tend to be oracular in nature. It is probably better to simply say that B(H ) being 
constant for H > h is an empirical assumption that works reasonably well. A more detailed 
investigation with B (H ) varying as a function of height (or depth) could well be a subject 
for further research . 

To illustrate the fit of Equation (3) as well as geographical variation in ridging, we show 
in Figure 5 three height distributions varying from heavily ridged ice near the northern 
Canadian Archipelago, to medium ridged ice near the North Pole and to lightly ridged ice in 
the Beaufort Sea. Each set of data was obtained from a laser track, c. 40 km in length, with 
data spacings of [ .2 m to 1.5 m depending on the average aircraft speed . The total number of 
ridges above 4 ft ( [ .22 m ) in each 40 km track varied from c. 80 to c. 400 ridges. Ridges were 
digitally identified by d eclaring a profile peak to be a ridge when the peak is at least 2 ft 
(0.61 m ) above minimum points located both right and left of the peak. Seventy-eight other 
such 40 km samples have been fitted with Equation (3) with good agreement (Hi bier and 
others, 1974). 

As regards the spacing of ridges, the assumption that ridges occur randomly appears to be 
good. In particular, if ridges occur randomly, then their probability of occurrence is close to 
a Poisson distribution , which implies that the spacing distribution must necessarily contain a 
negative exponential, i. e. is of the form B exp (- AL) dL where L is the spacing between 
ridge en counters. Such a distribution was found to fit spacing observation reasonably well 
(Mock and others, 197'2 ) . A factor of note here is that, if ridges are randomly oriented , then 
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Fig. 5. Ridge height distributions taken in February 1973. Each distribution was taken from a laser track approximately 
40 km in length and the average number of ridges per kilometer above 4ft ( 1. 22 m) is denoted by I'-hfor each distribution. 
The two-parameter fit is indicated by dashed lines with the actual data being solid. Distribution a, was observed at approxi
mately lat. 83° N. , long. 85° W. , bat lat. 87° N. , long. 162° W. , cat lat. 70° N. , long. [39° W . The mean ridge 
heightsfor distributions a, b alld c were 1.93 m, I.70 rn , and 1.57 m respectively. 
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fL/I , the number of ridges above height h per unit length along a straight-line path, is related 
to the total length of ridges per unit area above height h (called ridge density, Rh) by 

Rh = (2) fLh· (4) 

It sh o uld be noted here that there are several differen t approaches to d eciding if a profile 
peak is a ridge. An alternative procedure to the 2 ft (0.61 m ) criterion (used for Figure 5) 
is to declare a peak to b e a ridge when the minimum points are less than half of the peak 
height. This procedure has been used by L owry (1975) and Willi ams and others (1975) and 
has been informally referred to by these authors as the " Rayleigh" criterion in analogy to 
optical signals. Comparison of these two procedures, using typical lase r data, indicates 
relatively little difference in frequency of ridges above 4 ft (1.22 m), but pronounced differences 
for ridges below this height. 

To illustrate these tendencies, we a pplied both techniques to the sam e data sets used in 
Figure 5. The results are shown in Figure 6. As can be seen , the Rayleigh procedure identifies 
somewhat fewer ridges above 4 ft ( 1.22 m ) than the 2 ft ( 0.61 m) cri terion. The effect varies 
from above I % less for lightly ridged a reas to about 10% less for heavily ridged areas with the 
percentages generally d ecreasing for the higher ridges. These results suggest that ridge 
statistics (for ridges > 4 ft ( 1.22 m)) reported in Hibler and others (1974) would be changed 
only slightly by using the Rayleigh test. For ridges less than 4 ft ( 1. 22 m ), on the other ha nd, 
Figure 6 shows that the Rayleigh criterion yields many more ridges with the number of ridges 
with heights between 2 Ct and 3 ft (0.6 1 m and 0.9 m ) being anomalously large. Because of 
the diffi culty of deciding what a small ridge really is (especially in rubble fields) these results 
suggest that probably the most reasonable approach for ridge identification is to use the 
Rayleigh criterion down to some cut-off greater than [ m , and not to consider ridges lower 
than this. 

Examination of Figure 5 together with the fLh values (number of ridges per kilometer 
above height h) indicates a definite pattern in the shape of the distributions. In particular, the 
more ridges there are the greater the mean ridge height. Examination of a number of other 
distributions substantiated this effect and suggests that it might be possible, to some extent, to 
characterize both the ridge height and spacing distribution by a single parameter. In choos ing 
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a single parameter for this purpose, common sense dictates that it should be som e combination 
of the mean ridge height and mean ridge spacing. For this purpose, a parameter Yh (called 
ridging intensity) defined by Yh = fLh / '\ has been found to d escribe ridging reasonably well 
(Hibler and others, 1974). 

An example of the efficacy of such a one parameter model is given in Figure 7, which 
illustrates a plot of number of ridges per kilometer above 4 ft (1.22 m ), 6 ft (1.83 m), and 
8 ft (2.44 m ) versus the square root of Yh. The solid curves are constructed by an empirical 
procedure discussed by Hibler and others (1974)' The data were taken from sixteen laser 
track samples each about 40 km long taken in November 1970. Figure 8 shows the geo
graphical location and ridging intensity of each of the 16 samples along with rough contours 
of the ridging intensity. A discussion of the geographical, seasonal, and annual variations of 
ridging intensity using 81 such samples over the period November 1970 to February 1973 is 
given by Hibler and others, 1974. They also discuss the sampling stability of ridging para 
meters and conclude that the ridging inten sity Yh is a more statistically stable parameter than 
the mean ridge height or the m ean ridge frequency fLh . 
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Fig. 7. Observed values (circles ) for 1-'-11. ' , the number ~r ridges per kilometer above height h' , versus Yh i ; Iz = 4ft ( 1.22 m). 
The solid lines were constructed according to a procedure discussed by Hibler and others (1974 ) ' The observations were 
taken in November 1970 at locations illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. Laser data sample locations and ridging intensities Yh. (h = 1.22 In ) for November I970. 

As a final point on ridge distribution models, we note that in some cases it may be useful 
simply to compile the ridge distributions empirically. The advantages of models are that they 
reduce the number of parameters necessary to characterize a given region and also supply an 
analytic functional form for other calculations such as wind form drag (see e.g. Arya, 1973) . 
Also, in practice, there is some sampling instability so that e.g. two adjacent 40 km segments 
will have different statistics. Examination of the sampling error indicates that it is commen
surate with the uncertainty in prediction from the one-parameter model so that for many 
purposes such a model offers adequate information to characterize ridging. In addition, it is 
conceptually useful to know that ridging is fairly well defined by a single parameter, since this 
means that if we can calculate, say, the volume of deformed ice from a sea-ice drift model, 
then the ridging characteristics can be estimated reasonably well. 

Estimation of ridge keel depths 

Besides characterizing ridge heights, laser data also provide an indirect measure of ridge 
keel depth distributions. For this purpose some relationship between keel d epths and ridge 
heights is needed. Some data on this are available through measurement of individual ridges 
(Weeks and others, [1972] ), but are too sparse to provide an adequate statistical sample. 
An indirect way to get keel to sail ratios is to compare height and depth percentage distribu
tions in the same region and modify the height and depth scales until the two curves overlap. 
If Equation (3) is used to characterize the distribution, then it is easy to see that the probability 
density curves will coincide (within a constant factor) when the keel to height ratio is given by 

(
keel ) 

height = ( Aheight! Akeel)~. (5) 

For a rough comparison of this type, submarine data from the 1960 winter crUlse of the 
D.S.S. Sargo (see Hibler and others, 1972) yielded A values of about 0.0117 m - 2 near the 
North Pole and 0.0086 m - 2 closer to the northern Canadian Archipelago.' Typical laser data 
from the winter of 1971 (see Hibler and others, 1974) yielded A values for similar regions of 
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0.517 m - 2 and 0.357 m - 2 which by Equation (4) gives ratios of6.6 and 6 .7. Comparison of 
laser data from winter 1973 would yield somewhat larger ratios. These ratios are larger 
than the 4.5 ratio observed by Kovacs ( 1972) in profiling individual ridges, but in the same 
range a s the 7.6 ra tio observed by Kan and others (1974) using sonar mapping and surface 
level lines. It should also be remembered here, tha t in data taken by Kovacs the ridge heights 
are gen erally taken to b e the high points (or at least locations where the ridge is a well-defined 
obstacle) whereas the laser picks out whatever height it happens to go over , and there may 
well be a difference of several feet (a m eter or two) between these measurem ents (Hibler and 
Ackley, 1973) ' 

A graphical compa rison of this type for laser and submarine sonar data has also been made 
in the East Greenland Sea by Kozo and Diachok (1973). They found that a ratio of five gave 
the best agreement. These results might indicate tha t the East Greenland Sea and Arctic 
Basin ratios are differen t. H owever, both these estimated ratios may be somewhat in error. 
T he comparison made by Kozo and Diachok for example involved only 18 km tracks with 
relatively shallow ridges and no more than four class intervals in the distributions. On the 
other hand, the comparison of ,.\ values, although taken from larger tracks and having more 
class intervals, were m ade in different years. Also, the comparison of percentage distribution 
makes no use of the spacing of ridges. 

A more direct comparison which makes more complete use of the available information 
is to compare heights and depths where the same number of ridges per kilometer were en
countered . Some data for this purpose were obtained during March 197 I near the North 
Pole . During this time both laser profile data (see Hibler and others, 1974) and submarine 
sonar data were acquired (Swithinbank, 1972 ; Williams and others, 1975). From these 
simultaneous data, we first obtained the number of ridge encounters (per km) at a given 
depth from the H .M .S. D readnought data between lat. 89° to 90° N. The laser da ta (using the 
one-parameter model with a characteristic Yh ) were used to determine heights where the 
same frequency of ridges was encountered. The results are shown in Figure 9. The solid line 
represents the regression line through the data and is given by d = 6.58 (h+ o. 17 m) (with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.99). Adding a small cons ta n t to the ridge h eight is reasonable 
since the three-step filtering process does not quite reduce the zero h eight to water level. 
The ratio of 6.58 is close to the ratio obtained earlier by taking ,.\ values from different years . 
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North Pole in March 197 1, and consisted of submarine data reported by Williams and others ( 1975 ) and laser data 
reported by Hib ler and others ( 1974), 
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Spectral roughness characteristics of sea ice 

Probably the most direct and simple terrain characterization that can be derived from the 
laser profiles is the spectral density. Spectral densities have traditionally been used to classify 
terrain surfaces for purposes of vehicular ride characteristics (Bekker, 1969, p. 319) and 
they serve a similar purpose for sea ice. The spectral approach also has certain other advan
tages in that it appears that spectral roughness may be usable to identify ice type (Hibler and 
LeSchack, 1972) and to estimate wind stress over relatively unridged ice (Banke and Smith , 
1973) · 

To illustrate how spectral characteristics might be used to identify ice types we illustrate, 
in Figure 10, spectra of relatively flat multi-year and first-year ice. These spectra are cal
culated from height profiles made from stereo photos of multi-year and first-year ice as 
described by Mock and others (1974) ' As can be seen, the primary difference is that the 
first-year ice has somewhat more high-frequency roughness at wavelengths shorter than about 
30 m. This difference suggests that an appropriate digital filter might b e used to identify 
ice types. 
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Examination of various sea-ice spectra indicates that the spectral density has geographical 
variations similar to those of ridging intensity. Some typical spectral d ensities shown in 
Figure I 1 illustrate this effect. The sp ectral densities shown in this figure are taken from 
similar geographical regions as the ridge distributions in Figure 5. As can be seen, the slope 
of the double logarithmic spectral plots gen erally decrease as one proceeds from the heavily 
ridged r egion near the northern Canadian Archipelago to the more lightly ridged Beaufort 
Sea region. The slope of the double logarithmic plots lie be tween - 2 and - 3. The - 3 slope 
is especially interesting, since, as noted by ye (1973), such a slope is indicative of a terrain 
which " looks the same" at all scal es. 

To quantify the relationship between the spectral roughness of the sea ice a nd its ridging 
intensity it is useful to correlate the r.m.s. roughness parameter ~z, with Yh , where ~z is defined 
by 

N 

V = J' P(f) df, (6) 
+ 1/< 

. Vi being the Nyquist frequency in cycles p er meter and P ( f ) the power spectrum . ~z thus 
represents the r.m.s. surface roughness at wavelengths shorter than z. To carry out the 
calculation of ~z , we used the first 4000 data points from the 16 November 1970 samples . 
The lag product method with 200 lags and a Hamming spectral window was used to calculate 
P(f ), and ~z was calculated for z = 13 m and 200 m. Some of the results of these calcu la 
tions a re shown in Table I a nd Figure 12 . 
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Figure 12 illustrates the high correlation between SlOO and the square root of the ridging 
intensity. The least-squares line has the form SlOO = mYhi with m = 0.0989 km!. Although 
not illustrated , a plot of SI3 versus A/t! shows a similar trend to that in Figure 12 with an m 
value of 0.0319 km!. The implication of these results is that to a limited extent ridging inten
sity Yh can be used to estimate spectral roughness as well as ridging. 

Spectral characteristics of tundra 

As discussed under the description of th e laser profile da ta, when information on a given 
terrain in a frequency range 300 m to 2 m is desired, laser profilometry is useful. Tundra is 
an example of such a terrain, since it is commonly characte rized by polygonal ground varying 
over lengths of several meters . Typical spectral densities of tundra before and after a snowfall 
are shown in Figure 13. The profiles for these spectra were made by hand at 0.5 m intervals. 
Examination of a number of other profiles besides this one (private comm unication from S. 
Mock) indicates that the spectral density is quite well d escribed by P ( f ) = Djn with n 
in the range - 1.4 to - 2.19 and log Q varying from 0 to 0.64 (SI units used ) . 

Work is underway to determine if this functional form can be extended to higher fre
quencies. If so, then laser profilometry would indirectly supply a measure of higher-frequency 
roughness characteristics, in that the spectral " window" fromfl tofl could be used to estimate 
the parameters Q and n. 

Another dividend here is the similarity of summer-profile spectra and the snow-dep th 
spect ra. What has happened, of course , is that the snow has generally filled in the rapid 
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terrain variations and thus the snow-depth spectrum is similar to the terrain profile sp ectrum . 
Coherence studies verify this and show the snow d epth to be highly coherent with a phase 
shift of 1800 as would be expected. This coherence does drop off at low frequencies however. 
Comparison of profiles before and after snowfall would allow some d etermination of this low
frequency cut-off and allow a statistical estimation of the variations in snow d epth. Such 
information could be useful for water run-off studies, since a region with greater high-frequency 
roughness might trap more snow. 

C ONCLUSION 

Past research has illustrated that airborne laser profilometry can be straightforwardly 
used to obtain statistical information about terrain roughness characteristics in a wavelength 
range from about 2 m to 300 m. Such a range is based on an aircraft speed of 100 m /s and 
would be shifted a ccordingly for different speeds. The profiles are useful for resolving discrete 
obstacles, but are not generally useful for direct m ea surement of small-scale roughness or very 
slow variations in terrain height. 

Such profile data has proven especially useful for classification of sea-ice terrain , where the 
nature of the sea-ice surface allows processing of the data to d etermine ridge height and 
spacing distributions as well as spectral roughness characteristics automatically . Study of 
ridge characteristics show them to be reasonably well defined by one parameter , thus simpli
fying studies of regional and temporal ridging variations. M ea surements of ridge h eights 
can a lso be used to give a rough estimate of ridge keel depth characteristic for a given r egion . 
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DISCUSSION 

S. G. TOOMA: Have you attempted to remove the errors produced by the other aircraft 
motions of pitch, roll, and crabbing? If not, do you have any ideas as to how this can be done ? 

W. D. HIBLER Ill: The three-step filtering process does effectively take out all distance 
variations, including those caused by pitch and roll. I have not, however, made any attempt 
to employ hardware to remove these effects. I think that any successful procedure of accurately 
removing pitch and roll (and for that matter, altitude variations) will involve a combination 
of hardware devices and digital processing of the laser profile trace. As an example, you 
might use an integrated accelerometer trace to replace the first digital filtering operation in 
the three-step filtering process. This would greatly improve the aircraft-motion-removal 
procedure while simultaneously obviating the accelerometer drift problem. 

E. R. POUNDER: Were any of the correlations between ridge height and keel depths based on 
top and bottom profiles over the same traverse? What is the present limit on getting absolute 
ridge heights (above m.s.l. ) from laser data? 

HIBLER: The correlation between the ridge heights and keel depths illustrated in the paper 
employed heights and depths in the same geographical region, month (March), and year 
( 197 I), but not from profiles on the same traverse. As regards absolute ridge heights, they are 
simply measured from the estimated ice surface which is typically several centimeters above 
the water level. From examining processed profiles the error in ridge heights using these 
processing techniques appears typically to be IQ cm and may be as large as 40 cm. 

J. F. NYE: While the leads in sea ice represent the tensile deformation that has occurred very 
recently (days or weeks previously), the ridges represent several years of accumulated history 
of compression events. For studies of deformation it is therefore very desirable to be able to 
distinguish the fresh ridges from the old ones. Do you think your type of technique could have 
enough resolving power to see the difference ? 
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HIBLER: It may well be possible to distinguish ridges that have been through at least one melt 
season from ridges that have not. This could in principle be effected by looking at the spectral 
roughness characteristics. I do think this approach has merit, but further study is necessary 
to establish the reliability and limitations. 

W. F. W EEKS: I think the fact that Dr Hibler is thinking of using laser data to estimate the 
thickness of sea ice by d etermining the ice freeboard, gives ample testimony to exactly how 
desperately we need a direct method for d etermining sea-ice thickness. 
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